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TRANSPORTATION IN MINSK, BELARUS 
 

TAXI: 

 

The quickest and most convenient option is to use the Taxi Service that 

is located just outside the Hotel. 

By calling the Concierge on the +37517 309 9097 or Reception Desk 

on the +37517 309 9096 they will be more than happy to assist you. 

When you are in the city, you can find several taxi companies 

available both on call and on the street. All of them have a distinctive 

signage. The cars are usually equipped with a taximeter. 

 

Direct phone number to Taxi service by the Hotel +375 44 555 55 55 

 

 

 
SUBWAY: 

 
Taking subway is a fast and convenient way of getting around and it 

also takes you to some of the important sights (Nezavisimosti sq., 

Oktyabrskaya sq., Yakuba Kolasa sq., National Library etc.) 

There are 2 lines in Minsk: the Maskouskaya/1st/blue and the 

Autazavodskaya / 2nd/red. The 3rd line (Zialiony Luh/green) is under 

construction. The blue line goes between north-east and south-west, 

the red goes between west and south-east. All stations are marked 

with M (metro) signs, with the red colour. 

The nearest metro stations to the hotel is Grushauka (Maskouskaya 

line, approximately 13 minutes by walk). 
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BUSES, TROLLEYBUSES AND TRAMS: 

 

The local company is called Minsktrans and runs buses, trolleybuses 

trams and undergrounds. (http://www.minsktrans.by/). There is a 

mobile application Transpot with the schedule available. 

The nearest bus/trolleybus station is right in front of the hotel. Tickets 

are to be purchased from any metro station and specialized booths 

(in most of the stations) and validated in the bus/trolleybus/tram (you 

can also buy a ticket from the driver). 

 
TRAIN: 

 

The Railway station is located around 2 km away from the hotel. The 

train company is called Belarusian Railway and details can be found 

here: http://www.rw.by/en/ 

 

CAR RENTALS: 

 

A Europcar rental is available in Nezavisimosti ave. 11/2-216. You can 

reach them by phone: +375 29 1336 553 or via email 

reservation@europcar.by. The Concierge clerks can assist you in 

booking provider. 

 
AIRPORT: 

 

There is one airport in the city – Minsk National Airport (Minsk-2/MSQ), 

which handles regular flights. 

Transfer to and from the airport can be arranged with our Concierge. 

Alternatively you can take a taxi which costs approximately 45 BYN to 

the Renaissance Minsk hotel, or a shuttle bus which arrives to the 

Central Bus Station and costs approximately 4 BYN. Pricing is subject 

for change. 
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